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,e current era is an information age, and society is turning to the information age.,e image processing technology is also widely
used in various fields, and the technology of sports action recognition based on image processing technology can also be said to be
appropriate. ,is article uses a spatial visual feature analysis algorithm to implement it. To implement this algorithm, a series of
work such as image collection, feature extraction, and action recognition must be completed first and then implemented through
texture functions and other related functions. ,is algorithm can be used to complete the image-based sports action recognition
technology at the minimum time cost.,is algorithm can help sportsmen better complete training and standardize movements to
a certain extent. As for the development of China’s current sports industry structure, it is also steadily improving.,e people’s love
for sports is getting stronger and stronger, which also makes the development of China’s sports industry still benefit a lot.

1. Introduction

As the technology of image processing [1] matures, there will
bemore andmore things we can do with this technology.We
can also apply this technology to various sports [2]. In the
training guidance, use this technology to check the char-
acteristics of specific sports training [3] to check whether the
action meets the standard to make prompts to achieve the
purpose of improving the quality of various sports training.
We can use this technology to identify the image infor-
mation collected during sports [4], identify the training
actions in the sports, and then combine the feature analysis
methods in the visual space of the relevant space to analyze
the various sports characteristics in the sports. ,rough
image feature analysis and edge feature detection technology
[5], the main features of sports training sports images are
extracted. Edge contour detection [6] and corner detection
technology realize motion capture in sports training [7],
aiming at actual training in various sports [8]. Research on
the application of capture methods in sports training has

received widespread attention. ,e capture action of a
specific motion is based on the collection and characteristic
analysis, the dynamic characteristics of the training actions
are extracted, and then the three-dimensional image is
reconstructed [9], using the motion training motion capture
combined with the spatial region [10] reconstruction
method to improve the training actions of each sport capture
ability. A motion recognition method based on image
processing [11] is proposed here. First, collect sports training
action images, capture sports training actions in Gaussian
blur [12] affine space [13], and extract features. Use image
processing methods to realize the recognition and optimi-
zation of sports training actions [14]. Finally, a simulation
test [15] and analysis were carried out, and the validity
conclusion was reached. For the development of the entire
sports industry in today’s society [16], the existence of this
technology is also very necessary. ,is technology can better
assist athletes in training. ,rough the study of the existing
literature, it is found that, in the mature stage of image
processing technology, the recognition and training of sports
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behavior can improve the effect of sports. However, the
accuracy and effect of recognition are not ideal, and the
guidance of reasonable training behavior is limited. Using
image processing technology to recognize sports behavior is
the main way to improve the effect of sports in the future.
,erefore, image processing technology is also of great
significance to the layout of sports industry structure.

2. Image Processing Technology Concepts
and Methods

Image processing technology uses various devices that can
take pictures or produce pictures to generate images and
then use this technology to identify or process these images.
,is technology mainly includes image digitization, image
enhancement and restoration, image data encoding, image
segmentation, and image recognition.

,e image processing technology specifically includes
point processing, group processing, geometric processing,
and frame processing. Since the processing target is a pixel,
the most basic method among these methods is the point
processing method. ,is method of treatment is simple and
effective. Its main function is to adjust the brightness of the
image, adjust the contrast of the image, invert the brightness
of the image, and so on. Because the processing method of
the image group has a wider processing range than the
method of point processing, it is also called “area processing
or block processing.” For group processing, the main ap-
plication of this method in image recognition covers the
detection and enhancement of the edge of the relevant
image, the softening of the uploaded image, and the
sharpening of the uploaded image, increasing or reducing
the noise of the uploaded image, and so on. ,e geometric
processing method of the uploaded image is to use opera-
tions to change the position and arrangement order of the
pixels of the uploaded image to achieve a series of effects
such as adjusting the image, rotating the image, mirroring
the image, changing the image. ,e image frame processing
method synthesizes an image or multiple images to generate
a new image in a specific format. Among them, the specific
forms include the image generation of “number multipli-
cation operation,” the generation of “logical OR” operation
relations, the generation of “exclusive OR” logical operation
relations, the image generation of addition and subtraction
operations, and the generation of related conditions. Image
processing software usually has an image composition
function, which can generate images into a variety of specific
formulas.

2.1. Classification of Image Processing Technology. Image
processing technology is generally divided into two cate-
gories: analog image processing and digital image
processing.

Analog image processing includes optical and electronic
processing such as photography, remote sensing image
processing, and television signal processing. ,e charac-
teristics of analog image processing are parallel processing
and high-speed processing, which can usually reach the

theoretical speed of light. Real-time TV screens are the main
example of processing analog signals that can process video
at a speed of 25 frames per second. Analog image processing
has the shortcomings of low precision and low flexibility,
and this shortcoming makes it more difficult to realize the
judgment and processing ability related to nonlinearity. ,is
technology can also be called computer image processing
because it usually uses real-time computer processing or
hardware processing. It also has the advantages of higher
precision during processing, relatively richer processing
content, better nonlinear processing, and better flexibility.
Generally speaking, as long as you change the software, you
can change its role. ,e disadvantage is that speed is still an
issue, especially for complex tasks. Generally, when pro-
cessing most still images, real-time processing of general-
precision digital images will require about 100 MIPS of
processing power, and this will also lead to a certain degree
of image resolution and accuracy. Limits: for example, the
accuracy of the usual image is 1024×1024×12-bit size. For
this higher accuracy and resolution, the time required for
processing the image is increased to a certain extent as
shown in Figure 1.

Analog image processing uses lenses to achieve pro-
cessing, such as photography, remote sensing image pro-
cessing, and television signal processing. Analog image
processing is characterized by high speed and generally real-
time processing; theoretically speaking, it can reach the
speed of light and can be processed in parallel at the same
time. Television pictures are a typical example of analog
signal processing, which deals with moving pictures at 25
frames per second. ,e disadvantage of analog image pro-
cessing is poor accuracy and flexibility, and it is difficult to
have the ability of judgment and nonlinear processing.

Digital image processing is generally done by computer
or real-time hardware. Its advantages are high processing
precision, rich processing content, complex nonlinear
processing, and flexible flexibility. Generally speaking, the
processing content can be changed by changing the software.
Its disadvantage is that processing speed is still a problem,
especially for complex processing. Still, pictures are mostly
processed. If digital images with general accuracy are pro-
cessed in real time, it is necessary to have a processing
capacity of 100 MIPS. Secondly, the resolution and precision
are still limited. For example, the general-precision image is
512× 512× 8 bits, and the high-resolution image can reach
2048× 2048×12 bits. If the precision and resolution are
higher, the processing time will be significantly increased.

3. Sports Action Recognition Based on Image
Processing Technology

When performing this program of sports recognition based
on image processing technology, you first need to collect the
athlete’s image, extract the motion characteristics, and then
use the formula to recognize the action. When the recog-
nition is completed, we choose a specific action to compare
with the standard action, judge whether the action is
standard or not, and then give specific action prompts. ,e
athletes then modify and optimize the actions according to
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the exercise prompts to achieve better and more efficient
sports results, as shown in Figure 2.

3.1. Image Acquisition. In order to obtain sports action
images and perform edge contour detection on the collected
high-resolution sports action images, it is first necessary to
use multiresolution image scanning technology to collect
training action images based on the characteristics of the 3D
model. Assume that the function of the image of the sport is
f(x, y), and the background component function of the
sports image is g(x, y). We can use the corresponding
points of 2D sports images or 3D sports images to perform
model matching on g(x, y) and then add Gaussian noise
and Gaussian blur features to divide the image model into a
3-by-3 topology structure. Get the result shown in Figure 3.

,e 3D image is recreated according to the distribution
of Figure 3 and the 3D points corresponding to the 3D
model. ,e distribution of the main features in the image
acquisition is n (x, y), and the pixels f(x, y) around the
current feature point are

f′(x, y) �

g(x, y) − 1, if g(x, y) − fLee′(x, y)≥ t,

g(x, y) + 1, if g(x, y) − fLee′(x, y)< t,

g(x, y), else.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

(1)

Pattern matching is performed on the center pixel of the
multiresolution video. Image feature decomposition mod-
eling combined with edge contour features is described byH
and n. With the quantitative information of H and n, the
stronger the ability to search for sports actions, the closer f
´(x, y) will be to f (x, y). On this basis, the structure model
obtained by hierarchical registration is as follows:

g(x, y) � h(x, y)∗f(x, y) + n(x, y). (2)

In the above formula,H(x, y) ∗ f(x, y) is the main feature
point of sports training action positioning, and the symbol
∗ represents convolution. Locate the motion image features
in different regions, and obtain the affine invariant moments
as

g(x, y) � f(x, y) + n(x, y). (3)

In the above formula, n (x, y) is the noise interference
term. Realize the capture and acquisition of sports training
movements through fine registration.

3.2. Feature Detection and Extraction. We can perform
relevant contour detection on the collected high-resolution
sports training images, using the 3D model reconstruction
area segmentation method of the sports training sports and
the residual component mixing method, as well as the
boundary feature points of the sports training and the image
of the sport. ,en, the vector quantization decomposition of
the sports training action image is carried out, and the gray-
scale matching value of the sports training image is

L0(r) �
L(r/2)

2
,

H0(r) � H
r

2
 .

(4)

In formula (4), r and 0 are the decomposition coefficients
of hierarchical features. When the corresponding variable
satisfies nm(x, y)∈{− 1, 0, 1}, the gray-scale feature blending
mode is used to obtain the edge component of the image
edge of the sports training actions as follows:

p nm(x, y)(  �

r

4
, nm(x, y) � − 1,

1 −
r

2
, nm(x, y) � 0.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(5)

In formula (5), r is the corresponding value in the texture
function of the sports action image, and its range is 0≤ r≤ 1.
When the variance feature quantity of the output of the
sports’ image satisfies the expected normal distribution and
the variance is r/2, the feature quantity of the gray boundary
of the image of the sport at this time is
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Figure 1: Classification of image processing technologies.
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Based on the recognition of sports images and the
contours of the edges of sports training actions, the cor-
responding refinement and optimization recognition are
carried out. Combined with the irregular triangulation
model, the corresponding theory of the visual obstruction
model can be realized for sports training actions. ,e known
generation data must be a nondecreasing and increase se-
quence, and the development trend of the gray quantity
accumulation process can be seen through accumulation so
that the law contained in the original data is displayed, and
the law in the data can be summarized and utilized. ,e gray
feature mixture model is to input a certain motion action of
the motion standard as the contrast between the edge and
the boundary.

,e regional feature distribution model of irregular
triangulation is
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(7)

Since the correction scale of each image is different, the
recognized internal texture and edge features of these images
will be rearranged linearly. ,e image improvement results
are as follows:

p(x, t) � lim
Δx⟶0

δ
u − (u + Δu)

Δx
  � − δ

zu(x, t)

zx
. (8)

σ can be expressed as the texture distribution of the
image. ∆x represents the pixel value of the image gradient
and predicts the local boundary and local area of the sports
training image. t(x) represents the image of the statistical
distribution value of the sports training pixel. ,e specific
feature detection result is expressed as

L a, bm(  � 
Vm∈Pres


Vn∈Ptrue

Vm ∩ Vn

V
log

V Vm ∩ Vn

VmVn

 . (9)

In the nonlinear change mode of sports, solve the
characteristic trajectory equation of sports:

L a, bm(  � 
Vm∈Pres

Vm

V
log

Vm

V
  + 

Vm∈Ptrue

Vn

V
log

Vn

V
 .

(10)

Performing motion capture and feature recognition of
sports in Gaussian blur, the optimized trajectory equation
can be obtained as

L a, bm(  �
1
��
a

√
a + 1
2

−
(a − 1)f0

b
  (11)

Among them, (x, y) represents the distribution of a
group of blurred pixels in the image, and the motion capture
is performed through the spatial matching of pixel blocks.

3.3. On the Realization of the Spatial Visual Feature Analysis
Algorithm. Relevant image enhancement technology is used
to improve the resolution and adaptability of the training
action capture in sports, and the computer vision image
processing method is used to realize the f(gi) texture
distribution function of the athlete:

f gi(  � c1λi


Nnp

j�0 ρjυij/υ
σ1
ij + ε


Nnp

j�0 ρj/υ
σ1
ij + ε

. (12)
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Figure 2: ,e process of sports recognition based on image
processing technology.
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Figure 3: Recognition image of sports training action spatial region
structure of multiframe scanning.
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From the above, the dynamic distribution of the tra-
jectory in the sports training actions can be obtained, and the
specific expression is

f Gn(  � a1 + a2x + a3y + a4z + 
n

i�0
ciU gi, pi( , (13)

where ϕ (Tn) is obtained by the following formula:

ϕ Tn(  � c
t
Hc + θT

Hθ + ωT
Hω. (14)

,rough the above steps combined with the method of
reconstructing the trajectory of its sports movement, the
expression is as follows:

Gnew � (1 + μT)(1 + λT)Gold. (15)

In equation (15), Gnew and Gold, respectively, represent
the gray track components of sports training actions:

Is visible Mmi,Cj  �
1, if

j≠ i,

CjmaycallMmi,

⎧⎨

⎩

0, otherwise.

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
(16)

In formula (16), c is the decomposition formula of the
size feature of the image of the sports action and Md(Ci) is
the specific information component in Ci. According to the
above description, image recognition technology can be used
to achieve the optimization of capturing characteristic ac-
tions during sports training.

According to the aforementioned spatial visual feature
analysis algorithm, standard actions can be compared with
sports actions in the collected picture information, and areas
that are not standard enough can be proposed and then
optimized based on this to achieve better training results.

3.4. Experimental Comparison. According to the informa-
tion in the above article, we can compare the accuracy rate
achieved by this algorithm with other algorithms. Of course,
it must be on the premise of the same image quality. If the
image quality is different, it will be compared. ,is com-
parison will be meaningless. If the quality of the image we
collect is high, the accuracy and correctness of the sports
feature actions we can recognize in the image will be higher.
Different types of pictures are compared using the same
algorithm.

,ere are some differences between different algorithms,
which will cause the accuracy of the results of the final
algorithm to be different. We can use the feature capture
algorithm to achieve sports action recognition and do not
use the algorithm or use the comparison chart of the ac-
curacy of sports action recognition performed by other
algorithms as shown in Figure 4.

In the entire spatial visual feature analysis algorithm,
several indicators that can be used as evaluation indicators
for this algorithm: accuracy, response speed, feasibility,
clarity, and ambiguity. Based on these evaluation indicators,
when we want to use this technology to complete a certain
related work, we can use these indicators for comparison to
select the more important indicators for ourselves for

evaluation and finally choose the algorithm, fundamentally,
saving working time in Figure 5.

Comparing the recognition rate of the spatial vision
feature algorithm in this article with the mainstream algo-
rithms at home and abroad on the MSRGcsturc3D database,
it can be seen that the spatial vision feature analysis algo-
rithm in this article uses the texture distribution function
and a series of other functions, which greatly improves the
recognition rate of image acquisition, and the improvement
of recognition rate also improves the efficiency of image
recognition to a certain extent in order to achieve the
purpose of reducing the running time of the algorithm as
shown in Table 1.

When collecting images, the body parts covered in the
images are different, and the experimental results we can get
will be slightly different. For example, when recognizing legs
and arms, the key feature points of the image we are tar-
geting are different. Differently, in this case, we should first
understand the key features of the corresponding arm or leg
and then perform specific feature positioning based on these
features to improve the accuracy of identifying a specific part
rate and achieve the purpose of saving time.

When implementing a specific sports action recognition
algorithm based on image processing technology, the spe-
cific information in the image may be different, and the
feature recognition of the specific action may also be dif-
ferent. For the same image, it may be that the legs in the
image are recognized, and it is also possible to recognize the
arms or faces in the image and other parts. For these dif-
ferent parts to be identified, the amount of feature that needs
to be extracted may also be different as shown in Figure 6.

In the entire sports action recognition algorithm based
on image processing technology, the number of times each
body part is extracted is also very different. Moreover, the
number of times of extraction will be different because of the
different objects to be extracted. For athletes, every part of
the body will be extracted for comparison. For ordinary
people, in most cases, only the legs or arms need to be
extracted and then compared, as shown in Figures 7 and 8.

0 20 40 60 80 100 120

High image
quality

Image quality
is average

Image quality
is low

Accuracy of identifying features when image quality is 
different

No algorithm
Image denoising algorithm
Spatial visual feature analysis algorithm

Figure 4: ,e accuracy of identifying features when the image
quality is different.
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4. Development and Analysis of Sports
Industry Pattern

Nowadays, the sports industry is the carrier of China’s
economic development. It has the characteristics that other
industries also have; that is, it pays attention to the benefits
of the market and the economic benefits of today. Differ-
entiating characteristics: the products of this industry have

the function of improving the physical fitness of residents,
promoting the spirit of famous people, and realizing the
overall development of individuals and the progress of social
civilization.

According to the new statistical classification of sports
industry, China’s sports industry can be divided into sports
product and related product manufacturing, sports service
industry, and stadium construction industry. Among them,
the sports service industry includes several subcategories
such as sports management activities, sports competitions
and performance activities, sports fitness and entertainment
activities, and sports facilities and facility management as
shown in Figure 9.

For the development of the sports industry, the Chinese
government is also giving full support, and all relevant units
have also issued favorable documents in terms of funds and
policies. ,is makes the growth of the total scale of China’s
sports industry steadily increasing as shown in Figure 10.

In addition, the structure of China’s sports industry is
gradually optimized, and China’s sports industry is domi-
nated by the manufacturing of sports equipment and related
products. In recent years, China has strongly supported the
development of the sports industry. In 2018, the proportion
of scale reached 47.9%, the proportion of sports equipment
and related industries in the entire sports industry gradually
declined, reaching 49.7% in 2018, and the gap has been
increasing year by year.

accuracy

responding
speed

feasibilityClarity

Ambiguity

Spatial visual feature analysis algorithm
Image denoising algorithm
Depth-first search algorithm

Figure 5: Comparison of evaluation indicators among various algorithms.

Table 1: Comparison of the recognition rate of the algorithm in this paper with the mainstream algorithms at home and abroad on the
MSRGcsturc3D database.

Method Recognition rate (%)
Action graph on occupancy 80.50
Action graph on silhouette 87.70
Random occupancy pattern 88.50
Depth motion maps 89.20
HON4D 92.45
Spatial visual feature analysis algorithm (method in this article) 94.17

leg arm waist Crotch

Data features extracted for different body parts

The amount of features to be extracted
Average extraction

0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

Figure 6: Data features extracted for different body parts.
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It can also be seen from the industrial added value that
since 2016, the proportion of the added value of China’s
sports service industry has surpassed that of the sports goods
manufacturing industry and related industries. In 2018, the
added value of the sports service industry was approximately
twice that of sports goods and related industrial production
as shown in Figures 11 and 12.

In the entire Chinese sports industry, the proportion of
various industries in the entire sports industry is different.
As far as today is concerned, the sports service industry
accounts for the largest proportion of the entire sports

industry, followed by sports, the manufacturing of supplies
and related products, then the others, and finally the con-
struction of sports venues, as shown in Figure 13.

Based on the rapid development of the entire sports
market, and because of the commercialization of today’s
events, the scale of the relevant sports event market is also
growing rapidly. However, due to the lack of traffic, this
growth rate is not very fast. In general, the entire market still
has long-term investment value, as shown in Figure 14.

Consumption in the sports market in the current era has
also led to the rapid growth of per capita sports

Leg
Waist
Arm
Crotch

Knee
Foot
Hand
Buttocks

Figure 7: ,e distribution of the number of feature extraction required by each body part for athletes.

Leg
Waist
Arm
Crotch

Knee
Foot
Hand
Buttocks

Figure 8: ,e distribution of the number of feature extractions required by each body part for ordinary people.
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Figure 9: Classification of China’s sports industry.
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Figure 11: ,e proportion of the total scale of China’s sports
industry segmentation industry from 2015 to 2019 (unit: %).
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Figure 12: ,e proportion of the added value of China’s sports industry from 2015 to 2019 (unit: %).
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Figure 14: Market scale and growth rate of domestic sports events.
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consumption. In 2018, the scale of China’s sports market had
grown to nearly one trillion yuan. By 2020, driven by the
rapid growth of per capita sports consumption expenditure,
China’s sports consumption market is expected to reach 1.5
trillion yuan. ,e mainstream sports market in China has
grown from 593 yuan in 2011 to 2,264 yuan. It is expected to
reach 3448 yuan in 2018, with an annual compound interest
rate of 19.24% in the past ten years, as shown in Figure 15.

5. Conclusion

In today’s era, the rapid development of information
makes our forms of life or work become more diversified.
Take the aspect of sports in our article. If the technology
of sports action recognition based on image processing
technology can be used properly, this technology can help
athletes assist in training. Of course, this technology can
also be used in our ordinary people’s lives. For us, we only
need to apply this technology to fitness. It can be used to
check whether our exercises are standard during fitness to
achieve better training results. It can also prevent us from
hurting ourselves during exercise. Furthermore, the de-
velopment of the current sports industry is also becoming
more and more mature, which will make the existence of
this technology more necessary and meaningful.
According to relevant information, China’s future urban
sports industry must take the road of high-quality de-
velopment. ,e urban development in the development
of the sports industry must focus on the combination of
software and hardware. At the same time as the hardware
construction, it must also focus on improving the quality
of services and pay more attention to the needs of local
residents. To develop the sports industry, we must clearly
recognize the internal and external relationships. Look-
ing inwardly, the sports industry is essentially a liveli-
hood undertaking and a happiness project. In the final
analysis, it must serve the local people. At the same time,
the development of the sports industry is not an over-
night event but a long-term process. ,e key is to cul-
tivate healthy living habits and living habits. Today, the
future of China lies in young people, so for us, training

the exercise habits of young people is the most important
thing. Let young people fall in love with sports and
eventually move towards a healthy life of sports for all to
fundamentally meet the needs of the development of the
sports industry.
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